What about dating apps? A trailer has just dropped for Netflix’s new six-part documentary series. The original doc was a pretty damning portrait of the world of amateur porn, following a handful of young women signed up to a Miami porn agency that used Craigslist to recruit ‘actresses’. The new series, produced by ‘Parks and Recreation’ star Rashida Jones, looks like it will broaden out. One episode examines how dating apps like Tinder have changed how we date and hook up. Another follows Suze Randall, the woman who became the first female photographer for ‘Playboy’ in 1975. ‘Each episode explores the intersection of sex and technology,’ according to Netflix, ‘telling...Welcome to The Right Swipe! Here you will find practical and proven online dating tips that will help you attract the quality matches you are looking for. Utilizing these tips will help you understand how to select the right pictures, craft the perfect bio, and create better conversation in order to get you through those tricky openings and turn the matches you get into real dates! In addition to getting insights feel free email me at TheRightSwipeCoach@gmail.com if you would like more information regarding a one-on-one consultation or opportunities for speaking engagements.

See more. Check out this article I was interviewed for in The Jewish Week about Orthodox dating in today’s digital world. jewishweek.timesofisrael.com. In Orthodox Dating Scene, Matchmakers Go Digital. Why do you really swipe right? 7 things you didn’t know about digital dating. Jenny Proudfoot April 27, 2016 7:03 am. Insider knowledge from four leading dating experts… The panellists discussed the huge shift in behaviours, expectations and attitudes in the dating world over the last few years, and the monumental changes brought about by the explosion of apps and digital dating technology. Here are 7 very useful points we took away with us… ‘We’re looking too hard for perfection’ According to Dr Machin and Tim Samuels we need to manage our expectations, with digital dating becoming an endless string of swiping left in search of unrealistic ‘perfection’ encouraged by sites like Instagram.